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November 21, 2006

Meeting report with updates on action items

Present:  Prof. W. Benz (Phys. Inst. U. Bern), Prof. G. Beutler (Astron. Inst. U. Bern), Prof. G. Bürki
(Obs. de Genève), Prof. E. Grebel (Astron. Inst. U. Basel), Dr. M. Güdel (PSI), Prof. P. Jetzer (U.
Zürich), Prof. D. Pfenniger (Obs. de Genève), Dr. M. Steinacher (SER).

Excused:  Prof. M. Carollo (ETHZ), Prof. M. Mayor (Obs. de Genève), Prof. G. Meylan (EPFL).

1. Financial Matters  (Pfenniger/Grebel)

 Report of the treasurer (postponed).

 Election of a new treasurer for 2007.
In 2006 D. Pfenniger kindly agreed to act as treasurer for the CfA. For want of
volunteers, this item  was carried over to next meeting.
Action item:  Candidates sought to fulfill this duty. [To be resolved at meeting in
February.]

 Call for applications for remaining travel funds in 2006.
Exact available amount TBD; not all of the allocated funds have been claimed.
[Update as of Dec 2006: all funds have been distributed.]

 Deadlines for travel support.
–   Pro: Permits  comparison of applications; not first come, first served.  Possibility to
coordinate with SSAA, possibly even through joint administration of travel budget.
–   Con:  Possibly longer approval time scales; reduced flexibility.
Compromise:  First awards only after May; time scales generally at the discretion of the
CfA President.  No immediate need for deadlines.

 Continuation of CRAF support through CfA.
CRAF:  Commission for Radio Astronomy Frequencies.  Purpose:  To lobby for the
protection of frequency ranges important for radio astronomy.  CfA applies to SCNAT
for Swiss CRAF membership fee.  Swiss representative: Ch. Monstein (ETHZ).
Decision to continue this support (esp. with regard to the advent of ALMA).
Action item:  Ch, Monstein to be asked to make reports available to interested CfA
members.
Action taken:  Monstein  was contacted by e-mail on Dec 14, 2006 and has meanwhile
contacted CfA members with respect to receipt of CRAF Newsletter.



2. IAU Matters (Güdel)

IAU General Assembly in Prague 2006

 Report on the IAU GA.
SCNAT is national member,  CfA is national committee, M. Güdel national representative.
At GA business meetings, Güdel was represented by D. Pfenniger and M. Liebendörfer.
Travel expenses reimbursed through special fund of CfA.

 C. Cesarsky elected new IAU President, K. van der Hucht General Secretary.

 New IAU members in the past nominated by national committees; now also IAU Division
heads may propose new members.

 Very high registration fees for last IAU GA (> CHF 900):  unresolved in spite of protests.

International Year of Astronomy (IYA 2009)

 K. van der Hucht (IAU) contacted national IAU representatives w.r.t. the organization of
the IYA 2009.  Request:  Each country should specify a person willing to act as “single
point of contact” for the IAU.  G. Bürki enthusiastically volunteered to carry out this task.
The CfA is very grateful for this.

 SCNAT sponsorship for IYA2009 to be requested (suggestion D. Pfenniger, MAP
representative).

 UN might name 2009 the “Year of Astronomy” (decision expected in Nov 2006 or 2007;
unclear).

 Committee to be established that deals with IYA 2009 preparation and activities.  Three
points of contact sought that represent the French, German, and Italian language groups
and regions.  SSAA involvement desirable; also amateur societies to be included.  G.
Bürki kindly volunteered to lead this effort.

 Current ideas for activities include:  web presentations, traveling exhibitions, lab visits
and open houses, astronomer blogs, …

3. Roadmap  (Steinacher)

 Roadmap presentation:  M. Steinacher reports on the Roadmap presentation at the
SER on 16.10.2006.  Roadmap effort was positively acknowledged by Ch. Kleiber.
Action item:  SER would like to see Roadmap finalized by the end of 2006 and would
like to see it approved by “CHAPS”  before submission (i.e., Roadmap needs to be
circulated to “CHAPS”).  Grebel will pass on this request to S. Lilly.
Action taken:  Inquiry sent to S. Lilly on Dec 11, 2006;  no answer yet.

 ALMA postdocs:  Cannot be funded by SER.  Recommendation:  Try to obtain funding
first through SNF.  If that fails, report back to SER.
Persons supporting the ALMA effort in the Romandie:  G. Bürki, M. Mayor, G. Meylan, D.
Pfenniger. (Note also Saas-Fee course on ALMA in 2008, organized by M. Dessauges
and colleagues).
Effort in German-speaking part of Switzerland desirable ( ⇒ ETHZ had indicated interest
earlier).
Action item:  ETHZ should follow timely request of U. Geneva/EPFL  to support ALMA
through a funding request to SNF.

 Astronet:  Decision taken to join at “medium” level:  Switzerland as an Associate Member.
Associates are the national astronomy funding agencies (represented by either SNF or
SER in the case of Switzerland; not yet decided).  [Other examples:  PPARC, Research
Council of Sweden, etc., but also ESO, ESA, Max-Planck Society, NOT.]  Goals of
Astronet:  Science vision for European astronomy.  Open to community; e.g., forthcoming



conference (Symposium, "A Science Vision for European Astronomy in the Next 20
Years", will be held January 23-25, 2007 in Poitiers, France.  URL:
http://www.eso.org/gen-fac/meetings/SciChall07/).  Hence membership of national funding
agencies for astronomy who also want to participate in European science planning  ⇒
Swiss membership ensures that also Switzerland will have a say, but does not imply that
Switzerland would need to accede to European Commission  or report to it.

[Comment: For more information on Astronet, also see December issue of EAS
Newsletter.  Moreover, see http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/sciencevision/.]

4. Situation at the Paul Scherrer Institute   (Steinacher / Güdel)

 M. Steinacher:  The astrophysics group at the PSI  is of strategic interest to
Switzerland and the best place for it is at the PSI (outcome of Roadmap presentation).
Future of the PSI astrophysics group will be discussed at a meeting on December 5,
2006. Group to be part of new frame contract between SER and ETH domain (2008 –
2011).  However, financing unclear.  SER cannot prescribe details or funding.
[Comment:  BFI increased funding for sciences from 4.5% to 6%.]

 M. Güdel:  For the time being PSI  is terminating astrophysics by end of 2006.  Letters of
notification have been sent out; staff is leaving.
PSI directorate is not against astrophysics as such but sees no way of funding it.
Would like pressure from SER and ETH Council.  [In a sense, this pressure is provided by
Roadmap statement on importance of PSI.]
The re-installation of space instrumentation at PSI will be difficult, since all the experts are
leaving now.  Ongoing major loss of expertise; expertise that was built up over years.
Careers are being destroyed; tragic decisions for individuals.  These decisions are about
real people having established PSI's activities during up to two decades, and possible
remedies in the future should consider this (e.g., offering re-employment of the same
people).

 CfA should not write another letter of support now but wait for outcome of negotiations
on December 5.
Action item:  M. Steinacher will inform the appropriate person at the SER that the PSI
problem needs to be addressed in 2007 already.  Desirable to delay dismissals of PSI
astrophysics personnel.
Action item:  CfA will then ask M. Steinacher about the outcome.
Action taken:  Inquiry sent to M. Steinacher.  Response from SER:  Decision not to
explicitly include astrophysics in the Leistungsauftrag in order to avoid interference with
PSI’s autonomy and since no additional funds are available.

5. SCNAT reforms  (Pfenniger)

 The CfA and the Commission for Space Research will continue to exist in future.

 On a larger scale, three areas (math, astronomy, physics) were merged to form “MAP”,
for which a new platform has been developed.  MAP membership may consist of six
persons, two of whom represent astronomy:  One representative is D. Pfenniger, the
other one is still TBD (Courvoisier / Schmutz / Thomas?  Representation of French and
German-speaking part may be desirable).

 Action item:  Identify a second MAP candidate.   [Propose to put this on agenda of
planned February meeting.]

6. CfA future  (Grebel)  [to be continued at forthcoming meeting.]

 Th. Schildknecht’s term in the CfA has expired.  Request made to SSAA to appoint
substitute (G. Beutler).



 E. Grebel accepted offer of Heidelberg U. and will leave Switzerland in April 2007.
Request has been made to SSAA to appoint F. Thielemann as a substitute member.

 Grebel’s departure also necessitates election of a new CfA President.  Suggestion to
strengthen role of CfA President in future:  Should also be ESO Council representative.
Action item:  Identify a candidate.  Election will be agenda item for next CfA meeting in
February.  SSAA should be represented as well.
New President of Space Commission is W. Benz.  Next CfA President ideally then from
Romandie.   G. Meylan suggested as a possible candidate.
Action taken:   G. Meylan was contacted by D. Pfenniger and E. Grebel.  On Dec 12,
2006, G. Meylan formally accepted to be named as a candidate and would be willing to
become President if elected.

 CfA statutes are outdated and need to be modernized.  Another agenda item for meeting
in February.  Invite SSAA president.

 Membership in CfA:  Another agenda item for February meeting.  Consider, e.g.,
representation of SSAA in CfA; also heads of non-academic research institutions.  At
the same time, retain executive council role.

Next meeting:  February 2007 in Basel (after teaching semester).  Grebel will contact CfA,
M. Steinacher, and H.M. Schmid to identify suitable date(s).

Eva K. Grebel,  Binningen, 22.12.2006


